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Tl THEOREMS FOR BESOV AND TRIEBEL-LIZORKIN SPACES
Y.-S. HAN AND STEVEHOFMANN
Abstract. We give simple proofs of the 7T theorem in the general context
of Besov spaces and (weighted) Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. Our approach yields
some new results for kernels satisfying weakened regularity conditions, while
also recovering previously known results.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been significant progress on the problem of proving
boundedness of generalized Calderón-Zygmund operators on various function
spaces. The prototypical result is the famous " Tl " theorem of David and
Journé [DJ]. Suppose that we have a continuous, linear mapping T: 3¡ -» 2¡'
associated with a kernel K(x, y) (in the sense that

(Tf,g) = j j g(x)K(x,y)f(y)dxdy
for test functions / and g with disjoint support). Assume that K(x, y) satisfies the pointwise conditions

(PI)

\K(x,y)\<A\x-y\-\
\K(x, y) - K(x', y)\ + \K(y, x) - K(y, x')\

where for now, say, cOoo(r)= re, 0 < e < 1. Assume also that T satisfies the

Weak Boundedness Property

(WBP)

K7>' ^ - CRn{^°° + *l|VHoo)(IH|oo+ *l|VHoo)
(if diam supp <p,diam supp ip < R).

The result of David and Journé states that under the above conditions, T extends to a bounded operator on L2 iff Tl e BMO and T*l e BMO (where T*
is defined by (T(p, y/) = (T*\p, (p)). Yabuta [Y], showed that this result could
be recovered with a weaker regularity assumption (P2), namely that cOoowas
now permitted to be an increasing function satisfying the Dini-type condition
(œ00(t))l/3j<oc.
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The kernel conditions were further weakened by Y. Meyer [M], who replaced
the pointwise estimates (PI) and (P2) by the integral estimates

(LI)

sup/

\K(x,y)\ + \K(y,x)\dx<C,

R>0 JR<\x-y\<2R

(L2)
sup
Ä>0

/

\K(x + u,y + v)-K(x,y)\dx

J2kR<\x-v\<2k+lR
*2kR<\x-y\<2k+lR

l»l+M<* L

+

\K(x + u,y + v)-K(x,y)\dy

=Sx(k),

J2kR<\x-y\<2k+,R

where k= 1,2,3,...,

and ôx = ô satisfies

(1.1)

£>W

< oo.

7C=1

Equivalently we may take 6x(k) = œ(2 k), where
,, , x

(1.1a)

/"'

/

Jo

, m

l dt

C7j(i)log---<oo.

t t

I.e., since b~xis nonincreasing by definition, we can define œ as a step function. Meyer's theorem is also notable for his method of proof, which was to
show that in the special case Tl = 0 = T*l, T is bounded on the Besov
space B®'x , and then use duality and interpolation to obtain the L2 bound.
The restriction Tl = 0 = T*l can then be removed as in [DJ] by using the
L2-boundedness of the "paraproduct"

(1.2)

ïlb = J~Qt(Qtb)Pt^,

where b is a BMO function (in fact one takes b to be Tl or T*l), and Qt
and Pt are convolution operators defined respectively by radial C°° kernels
ipt(x) = t~nip(x/t) and <pt(x) = t~n(p(x/t) with support in the unit ball and

j \p = 0, ¡g> = l. Also, Jo00Ö2f = /, so ïlb 1 = b . The L2 bound for Ub is
an easy consequence of the relationship between BMO and Carleson measures.
The Besov spaces Bp'q , 1 < p, q < oo , can be defined in general by the norm
l/<7

(1-3)

ll/H¿r= (/Vm/ll^y)

< 00,

where we make the obvious change if p or q = oo, and where Qt is defined
as above. Although in the special case a = 0 and q = p, Meyer's result can
be extended to Bp'p by interpolation, the first Tl theorem for general Besov
spaces was proved by Lemariè [L], who showed that T is bounded on Bp '" ,
l<p,q<oo,ifTl=0
and if the pointwise kernel conditions (PI) and (P2)
hold, in this case with &Joo(t")= re, and 0 < a < c. (In fact this result holds if

K(x, y) is smooth only in the first variable, although to extend the range of a
to —e < a < e, one requires smoothness in both variables and also T* 1 = 0.)
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Related to the Besov spaces are the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces Ff •q, defined
by the norm (for 1 < p, q < oo),

(f«-ia/i)4)
1/4

(1.4)

< OO.

For example, in the special case a = 0, q = 2, the inner integral is just a
Littlewood-Paley g-function and therefore Fp'2 = Hp (0 < p < oo, and
in particular LP , 1 < p < oo). Also, Èp'p = Ff'p , and in particular F2°'2 =
B2 = L2. A Tl theorem was proved in this context by Frazier, Jawerth, Han,

and Weiss [FJHW]: T is bounded on Ff'q , 1 < p, q < oo, if K satisfies (PI)
and (P2) with co^r) = re, Tl = 0, and 0 < a < e. If T*l = 0 also, then
their result extends to -e < a < e . The method of proof was to use atomic and
molecular decompositions of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces due to Frazier and Jawerth
[FJ] and then to show that T maps atoms into molecules. Recently the present
authors [HH] followed the ideas of [FJ] to prove a weak molecule condition
for Fp'q , 1 < p, q < oo, which then yielded a Tl theorem for these spaces
with the smoothness condition (P2) relaxed so that J0 ct^(i)|log/|2y
< oo.
Obtaining a weak molecule condition was also Y. Meyer's approach in proving

his Tl theorem for È°fx.
The point of the present paper is to give a systematic treatment that includes
the above results (and some new ones) by means of a simple, direct proof
without recourse to atoms, molecules or interpolation. In the context of Besov
spaces, we consider a slightly weaker version of Meyer's smoothness condition

sup
R>0

(L'2)

/

\K(x + u,y + v)-K(x,y)\dx

JVR<\x-y\

M+M<ä L

+ I

JvR<\x-y\

\K(x + u,y + v)-K(x,y)\dy

= yiU),

where

(1.5)

¿ZyiU) <oo.
7= 1

Since yx(j) < J2'kLjSx(k), it is easy to see that (L2) => (L'2). The point of
(L'2) is that we do not require that the supremum be taken over each annulus
separately, as was the case for (L2). Of course, if ôx(j) or yx(j) < C2~je,
then (L2) and (L'2) are equivalent, by the elementary fact that the sum of
a convergent geometric series is comparable to the first term. We prove the

following:
Theorem 1. Suppose that Tl = 0, that T satisfies WBP, and that the kernel
K(x, y) satisfies (L'2). If the Lx "modulus of continuity" yx(j) satisfies (1.5),
andifT*! = 0, then T isboundedon Bp'q , l<p,q<oc.
If Sx(k) < C2~ke,
and T* 1 is arbitrary, then T is bounded on Bp'q , 1 < p, q < oo, 0<o<e.
Remarks. For a = 0, and p = q , this is essentially Meyer's result. The general
case is in one sense a refinement of Lemariè's result, in that his pointwise kernel
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estimates are replaced by integral estimates. For -e < a < 0, Theorem 1 holds

if T*i = 0 and Tl is arbitrary, since the dual of ßp'q is ß-"'9'.
For w e Ap, define the weighted Triebel-Lizorkin space Ff'9(w)

by the

norm

(ra\Qtf(x)\)q-j

,dt\Plq

Up
w(x)dx\

<oo.

In particular, for a = 0, q = 2, and 1 < p < oo, Fp'2(w) = Lp(w) by the
weighted norm inequality for the Littlewood-Paley ^-function. We have the

following:
Theorem 2. Let Tl = 0, and let T satisfy WBP. Suppose the pointwise kernel
estimate (P2) holds. Let 1 < p, q < oo, and let w e Ap . If Woo= co satisfies

the Dini-type condition (1.1a), and if T*l =0, then T is bounded on Fp'9(w).
If o)oo(t)= f, then T is bounded on Ff'9(w), 0 < a < e.
Remarks. For w = 1, the case a = 0 is a sharpened version (i.e., with weaker
smoothness condition for cOoo) of the result in [HH], and the case a > 0 is
the result of [FJHW] (although we do not obtain the endpoint cases of that
paper, p, q = 1 or co). For w e Ap, the results above are new, except
that for a = 0, q = 2, we recover the known boundedness of T on Lp(w)
(this could also be obtained from the unweighted Tl theorem and the result
of Coifman-Fefferman [CF], which does not require convolution, but only the
unweighted L2-bound and the kernel conditions (PI) and (P2)). As was the
case for Theorem 1, if T* 1 = 0, we can extend to negative a by duality.
Motivated by [KW], we can also relax the kernel conditions of Theorem 2 to
obtain some new results if we impose stronger assumptions on the weight w .
We consider the conditions
(L'l)

sxxpR"lr' \ ¡
(|/i:(x,y)|
R>0
\JR<\x-y\<2R

+ |Jrv(y,x)|)riiJc)

<C

I

(L'2)
vl/r

sup (2*^)"^
R>0
\u\+\v\<R

\K(x + u,y + v)~ K(x, y)\r dx
l2kR<\x-y\<2k^R

te

+ ( /

J
\ 1/r

\K(x + u,y + v)-K(x,y)\rdy

l2kR<\x-y\<2k+'R

= Sr(k).

Theorem 3. Let r' < min(p, q) and let w e Ap¡r<. Suppose Tl = 0, and T

satisfies WBP. // K satisfies (Lr2) for ôr = ô satisfying (1.1), and if T* 1 = 0
then T is bounded on Fp,9(w). If ôr(k) < 2~ke, then T is bounded on
F?'q(w), 0<a<e.
A final comment is in order about all of these results. We have assumed that
Tl = 0 (and for a = 0, T*l = 0). For the special case LP (or LP(w)),
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this can be extended to II € BMO by using the paraproduct (1.2) (that l~lb
is bounded on L2(w), w e A2, for b e BMO, is due to Journé [J]—the
proof is similar to the case w = 1 ; the boundedness on LP(w) follows by the
extrapolation theorem of Rubio de Francia [GR]). In general, however, it is an
open problem to determine necessary and sufficient conditions on b so that II;,
is bounded on Bp'9 or Ff'9 (see M. Meyer [MM] for a result in the special

case Ê°fx).
2. Proof of Theorem 1

We will use a representation of the operator T that appears in a recent paper
of Coifman, David, Meyer and Semmes [CDMS]. Let Qt he as above, so in

particular /0°°Q2df = I. Then

(id

T= r

r Q2TQ2dtds

Jo Jo
t s
The authors of [CDMS] used this representation to prove a different sort of Tl
theorem, namely that for w e Ax , T: L2(w) -» L2(±) if Tl e BMOw , T*l e
BMOw , if the kernel K(x, y) satisfies certain " w-standard" estimates, i.e.
certain size and regularity conditions involving the weight w , and if T satisfies
a " in-WBP." We wish to acknowledge that our approach here was motivated by
their work, and the structure of our arguments follows theirs.
We also wish to thank the referee for a helpful comment concerning the
exposition.

By duality, it is enough to show, with f, g e C^° ,

\(Tf,g)\<C\\f\\Èr\\g\\È-«,>.
Using the representation (2.1), we write

(2.2)

(Tf, g) = Jo¡°° JoH Jr"
I QsTQ,(Qif)(x)Qsg(x)dx^-.
l s

We will proceed formally, but one can make the arguments rigorous by truncating the dt and ds integrals and obtaining bounds independent of the truncation.
Set Tst = QsTQt, and let Kst(x, y) he the associated kernel.

Lemma 2.3. // yx satisfies (1.5), and Tl = 0 = T* 1 then for j = 1,2,1,
and either 2~H <s<

(2.4)

...

2~j+xt or 2~h < t < 2~j+xs, we have

/ \Kst(x, y)\dy + f \Kst(x, y)\ dx < y(j),

Jr"

Jr."

where
oo

(2.5)

£^')<TO7=1

// 2-Jt <s<

2-J+xt, ifôx(k) < C2~ke ,and Tl=0,

with T*l arbitrary, then

(2.4) holdswith y(j) < C2~Je. (If e = 1, then y(j) < Cj2~J.) If t < s, then
the left-hand side of (2.4) is bounded by a constant.
Let us assume Lemma 2.3 for now and deduce Theorem 1. To estimate (2.2),
we integrate first over the set {(s, t): t > s} whose characteristic function we
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indicate by % (if a = 0, the case s > t is dual to the one we consider). We
apply Holder's inequality to the dx integral in the right side of (2.2) which is

bounded by
coo r°°
,oo
dîdt
r°°
dsdt
/Jo Jo
/ xWTstQtfUQsgh
x\\Ts,Qtf\\P\\Qsg\\P'--f
s l

(2.6)

lo Jo

plus the analogous term where s >t.

Now, by Holder,

(2.7)

WTstQtfWp
<(/

\f \Kst(x,y)\dy]

\Jr" Ur"

\i

1

Ur"

\Kst(x,y)\\QJ(y)\pdy dx

At the endpoint cases, for p = 1, (2.7) is simply

//'

\Kst(x,y)\\QJ(y)\dydx.

If p = oo, we make a slight modification in the argument, and dominate the
dx integral in (2.2) by ||ßi/||oo
//

times

\Kst(x,y)\\Qsg(x)\dydx.

Write x —Y,JLiXj ) where Xj(s >0 is the characteristic function of {(s, r): 2 ;i
< 5 < 2_J+1i} . Then on the support of Xj >by Lemma 2.3 (2.7) is bounded by

(2.8)

mWQtfWp, ifa = 0

or
(2.9)

C2--''e||ßt/||J,,

0<a<eand(51(Ä:)<2-fc£.

If p = oo, we make the obvious adjustment, since the corresponding integral
can be treated in exactly the same way. In the case a = 0, substitute the upper

bound (2.8) into (2.6) which is then at most
00 r°°

ds dt

Xj(.s,t)y(j)\\Qtf\\p\\Qsg\\p>
ë,, Joro Jor^Ás,
t)y(j)WQtf\\p\\Qsg\\P^-t
s l

UL
OO

/«OO

..,.,„-

na'dt ds

Xj(s,t)yU)\\Qsg\\9p,j-f

If q = 1 or oo, we again make the obvious adjustment, pulling out an appropriate sup norm in i or i. Since jXj^f = l°g2 = /Xjj-, by (2.5) the last
expression is in turn less than or equal to
C||/||Äo„||g||Äo,,'.
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The case a ^ 0 is similar. We bound (2.6) by

C¿Z;

/

JO

Xj(^t)2-^s-a\\Qtf\\psa\\Qsg\\p^, S

JO

l

which by Holder's inequality and the fact that 2~> « y on supply is no larger
than a constant times
dt- 1/?

(2.10)

ir
Uo i
Jo s-^r imilla

{¡:s:o
e(i-ßW

,

>dtdsxl/9'

sa9 WQsgÇjY

The endpoint cases are slightly simpler. For example if q = oo, we have in

place of (2.10) the bound
/•oo

/.oo /ÇNe_a

Csupíí-lia/Hp)/
/ (y)
f>0
Jo Js
^l/

.J,
dtcte

il&Sllp'Tl

s

The case # = 1 may be handled in a similar fashion. In (2.10), ß has been
chosen close enough to 1 so that eß - a > 0. Note that in the case e = 1,
we have (instead of (j)e) f log £ from Lemma 2.3, but we can always choose

(for a < 1) an e' so that a < e' < 1 and f log f < C(f )£'. Straightforward integration shows that (2.10) (or its endpoint analogue) is dominated by
C\\f\\È.,\\g\\È-a,'p'
Consider now the case t < s. As mentioned above, if a = 0, this case
follows immediately from the previous one by duality, since our assumptions
about T and T* are symmetric. If a > 0, this symmetry no longer holds, so
we require an additional argument. We now estimate (2.6) with x replaced by
1 - x ■ By Lemma 2.3, for t < s, (2.7) is now bounded by a constant times

llôi/llf) • Thus, the analogue of (2.6) is bounded by

c Jor Jor(i-x)s-a+ßrß\\Qj\\Ps°-ßtß\\QSg\\/^,
s l
where ß is now chosen so that 0 < ß < a. We apply Holder's inequality as
above, and the required estimate follows easily since t < s.
We turn now to the proof of Lemma (2.3), and consider first the case t > s .
Formally,
Kst(x,y)=

/ Ws(x - z)K(z,u)tpt(u-y)dudz.
Jr" Jr"

We suppose first that |jc —y| > At. Here, the integral above is well defined,
because \z - u\ > 2t. Since / y/s = 0, we can write
Kst(x,y)=

//

ips(x - z)[K(z,

u)-K(x,

u)]ipt(u-y)dudz.
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Thus, since \pt is supported in the ball of radius t, we have
i

\Kst(x,y)\dy
\x-y\>4t

< / \ips(x - z)\ /
J

\K(z, u) - K(x, u)\ / \ipt(u -y)\dydudz

J\x-u\>2t

J

< C i \ips(x- z)\ i
J

\K(z, u)-K(x,

u)\dudz.

J2t-s<\x-u\

But, for 2~H < s < 2~J+Xt, the inner integral is bounded by yx(j), and this
yields Lemma 2.3 in the present case. To handle ¡<x_yi>4t\KSt(x,y)\dx, we
make a translation z -* z + x and then use Fubini's Theorem to obtain the

bound
/ \\ps(-z)\ / Wt(u-y)\

J

\

J

J\x-u\>2t

\K(x + z, u)-K(x,

u)\dxdudz,

which is then handled exactly like the previous (dy) integral.
We now consider the case |jc —y| < At. Following [CDMS], we choose a
smooth cut-off function n e Cq30
(-3, 3), n = 1 on [-2, 2]. Using Tl = 0,
we write (formally)

(2.11)
Kst(x ,y)=

/ / y/s(x - z)K(z,

-Il
+

u)[y/,(u - y) - ip,(x - y)] du dz

ips(x- z)K(z, u)[ip,(u-y) - ipt(x-y)]n

\\ ips(x-z)K(z,

u)[ip,(u-y)-ip,(x-y)]

[l-

M du dz
x-u\

1-17

dud:

= A + B.
The integral representing B is well defined since \z-u\ > s. We can interpret
A in a distributional sense as' (<p, Tip) where <p(z) = ips(x - z) and
x -u
(p(u) = [ip,(u - y) - ip,(x - y)]n
The reader may routinely verify that WBP implies \A\ < Cs/tn+x . Integrating
over the set \x - y\ < At in either the x or y variable gives a bound of Cs-,

which certainly satisfies any of the estimates claimed in Lemma 2.3.
To handle B , we use the fact that / \ps = 0, so

B = if y/s(x - z)[K(z, u) - K(x, u)]
—-—
We split B so that

B=ll

J J2s<\x-u\<2t

dudz+ [i

JJ2t<\x-u\

Since
\>Pi(u-y)-

ipt(x-y)\

< Cmin

dudz = Bx+B2.
\x - u\ 1
i"+' ' /"

dudz.
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we have

|ß2|<4

í\Ws(x-z)\ f

1 J

\K(z,u)-K(x,u)\dudz.

J2t<\x-u\

The inner integral in the last expression is handled exactly like the analogous
integral in the case \x - y\ > At above. Thus, \B2\ < t~"yx(j), so integrating
over the set \x - y\ < At in either dx or dy, we obtain the desired estimates

of Lemma 2.3.
Finally, to conclude the case t > s, we need only estimate \BX\, which is no
larger than

-^tt / \<Ps(x- z)\ /
t

J

\K(z, ") - K(x, u)\ \x - u\dudz.

J2s<\x-u\<2t

For 2~H <s<

2~J+Xt, the inner integral is bounded by

V] /

\x-u\\K(z,

, , J2ks<\x-u\<2k+'s
¿¿~s<\x-u\<2k
lr_,
k=l
j

(2.12)

u) - K(x, u)\du

j

<CsJ22kyi(k)^tJ22k-Jyx(k)
= ty0(j).
k=l

k=l

Thus \BX\< Ct~"yo(j), and again we obtain (2.4) by integrating over \x-y\

<

At.
By summing in " j " and interchanging the order of summation, the reader
may easily verify that the conclusions of Lemma 2.3 hold for y0, and thus (2.4)
holds with y(j) = y0(j) + yx(j) + 2~¡.
We now treat the case t < s, which for a = 0 is dual to the previous one.
It is therefore enough to consider a > 0. For \x - y\ > As, using the fact that
Qtl =0, we write Kst(x,y) = Jj y/s(x-z)[K(z,
u)-K(z, y)]y/t(u-y)dudz
.
We now actually require only that the smoothness condition in the second
variable of the kernel K he a Hörmander condition (i.e. (L'2) holds with
u = 0 merely for j = 1 with yi(l) < oo). The integral of \Kst(x, y)\ in either
dx or dy is then bounded by a constant,

as desired. The argument is similar

to the one for the analogous case t > s, \x - y\ > At, and the details are left to
the reader.
Suppose now that |x - y\ < As. We again proceed in an anology with the
case t > s, \x - y\ < At, except that we no longer impose any restriction on

T* 1. Formally,
Kst(x,y)

=

//

<Ps(x - z)K(z,

JJ¥s(xWs(x-z)K(z,

+ //

u)y/,(u-y)n

u)ipt(u-y)

i

t

) dudz

.-„•"-z'

t

dudz,

where n is defined as above. By WBP, the first term, again interpreted in the
sense of distributions, is no larger than Cs~". The second term is bounded by

¿ [\Wt(u-y)\

[

\K(z,u)-K(z,y)\dzdu,

s J
J\z-y\>lt
which is also no larger than Cs~", and again we only require a Hörmander
condition in the second variable. Integrating over the set |jc - y\ < As gives the
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desired estimate. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3, and hence also that
of Theorem 1. We remark that in the case a > 0, we required that the kernel
K(x,y) satisfy the full smoothness assumption of the theorem only in the first
variable, and that a Hörmander condition in the second variable was sufficient.

3. Proof of Theorem 2
Again, we use the representation (2.1), and we show that

I r°° r°° r

(3.1)

/

\Jo

/

Jo

ds dt

/ TstQtf(x)Qsg(x)dx-^

Jr"

s

l

<c\\f\\p.,(w)u\Farq

(«)'

where w e Ap and v =w~p'lp e Api. Under the pointwise kernel condition
(P2), we follow [CDMS] to obtain a pointwise version of Lemma 2.3 (for a = 0
we only state the case t > s : the other case is dual, as in the previous section):
Lemma 3.2. Let Kst(x, y) be defined as in the previous section let t > s, and
now suppose that K(x,y) satisfies the pointwise condition (P2). If cOoosatisfies
(1.1a), then there exist œ satisfying J0 <y(r)y < oo such that

(3.3)

\Kst(x, y)\ < cooo (

S

v+ix-yu

) (\x -y\

+ t)~"

+ ü(j)rnx(\x-y\<4t).
If cOoo(r)= re, then

(3.4)
v '

\Kst(x,
S* .. ^
' v y)\n <-,
- (i + |x-y|)"+£

(as in the previous section, if e = 1, we choose an e' so that a < e' < 1).
For a > 0, s > t, if K(x, y) merely satisfies a Dini condition in the "y "

variable, then
\Kst(x, y)\ < s-"x(\x -y\<

As) + cot» ^ + |^_^)

(\x -y\ + s)~n.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose t > s. The case \x - y\ < At does not require
the pointwise kernel estimate (P2), but only the weaker integral estimate (L'2).
Thus, (3.3) and (3.4) in this case are immediate from the pointwise estimates
obtained for A , Bx, and B2 in the proof of Lemma 2.3 in the previous section,
where in the present situation we interpret y(j) = ój(f), if 2~H < s < 2~j+xt.
It is therefore enough to consider the case \x - y\ >At.
Using / y/s= 0 and (P2), we write
|^7(*,y)|

< // \y/s(x - z)\\K(z,

< ¡j \\ps(x- z^iOooÍ

u)-K(x,u)\\ip,(u-y)\dudz

_

J \x - u\~"\y/t(u -y)\dudz.

But now we observe that \x - z\ < s, and also \x - u\ « \x - y\ « \x - y\ + t,

for \x - y\ > At. We then easily obtain (3.3) and (3.4).
Now assume s > t. The case \x - y\ < As again follows immediately from
the pointwise estimates for the analogous term from the proof of Lemma 2.3,
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and requires only a Hörmander condition in the second variable. If \x-y\ > As,

then
\Kst(x,y)\

< //

\ips(x-

z)\\K(z,

u) - K(z, y)\\y/,(u - y)\dudz,

which can then be handled as above.
We now apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain

Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, if co^, satisfies (1. la), then
there exists œ satisfying /J co(t)^ < oo such that, for s < t,

(3.6)

/ \Kst(x,y)\\h(y)\dy<co(S-)Mh(x),

Jr«

vf '

where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. If co^r) = r£, then
(3.7)

/

Jr"

\Kst(x,y)\\h(y)\dy<ß)EMh(x).
vi '

For a > 0, t < s, then (3.6) holds with œ = 1. The proof is easy. Write
(in the case t>s),

[ \Kst(x,y)\\h(y)\dy=
JR»

í

+¿

J\x-y\<M

/

=1 + 11.

k=2J2kt<\x-y\<2k+'t

The estimates for I are immediate from Lemma 3.2. We also have
oo

.

ll<^o0(2-kS-)(2kt)-"
ff2

V

\h(y)\dy.

U

J\x-y\<2k^t

Lemma 3.5 then follows, in this case.
If 5 > t, and a > 0, the obvious analog of the above works, and here we
merely require that œ^ satisfy /0 (Ooc(t)Y < oo .

We now deduce Theorem 2 from Lemma 3.5. Let x he the characteristic
function of {(s, t) : t > s}.
Apply Lemma 3.5 to TstQtf(x) = JKst(x, y)Qtf(y) dy so that the left side

of (3.1) is bounded by

(3.8)

f° Jof° Jr"
/ xo)(-)
M(Qtf)(x)\Qsg(x)\
dx^s
Vf/

Jo

l

,

plus the analogous term with s > t, where co(r) = co(r) (a = 0) or co(r) = re
(0 < a < e), and / e Ff'q(w). Also, for j > r, a > 0, the analog of (3.8) has

co= 1.
The case a = 0 is now easy. We apply Holder's inequality to the jy
integration so that (3.8) is at most
'°° rt

wdsdt^llq

LU"lr(ï)maf>M¥
5

t ,
1/?'

sc/Jr» if
wo

3

dt\l,q

lM(Q,f)(x)]9Tj

( I-00

^

,ds\xlq'

\Qsg(x)\'^)

dx,
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where in the last inequality we have used that co satisfies a Dini condition.
Now multiply and divide by wx/p , and apply Holder again to obtain the upper
bounds
PlQ

C

\m(QJ)(x))9^

Jr» \Jo

\ Xlp

w(x)dx\

w

' r / f°°
d<;\p'lq'
/
/ \Qsg(x)\q'^)
V(x)dx
Ju» \Jo
s /

where v = w p'lp . The second factor is by definition HgH^o,«',, • The first facp'
tor is bounded by ||/||/.o,i(u)>, if we apply the weighted version of the FeffermanStein vector valued maximal inequality from Andersen and John [AJ].
We now consider (3.8) in the case that co(r) = re, t > s, and 0 < a < e.
Multiply and divide by s~a , and choose ß close enough to 1 so that eß-a > 0.

Then (3.8) is bounded by

•UT©'
i-ßWe

,

,dtds\i/9'

Sa9 \Qsg(x)\9 yyj

<C 'i(r(M(ro,ö,yi)w),f)

dx

\¡Q{^Qsg{xw'i)?

dx-

For t > s, the rest of the proof is then exactly like the case a = 0. If
a > 0 and s > t, we treat the analog of (3.8) as in the proof of Theorem 1.
We multiply and divide by s~a+h~^ , with 0 < ß < a , and again the theorem
follows from Holder's inequality.
4. Proof

of Theorem

3

Since the reader is by now familiar with the procedure, we shall be brief. We
first prove an analogue of Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2.

Lemma 4.1. With Kst as above, 2~jt < s <2~J+Xt, if K(x, y) satisfies (U2)
with ôr satisfying (1.1) or ôr(k) < 2~ke, then for k = 2, 3, ...
(4.2)

(/

\Ksl(x, y)\r dy)

\J2kt<\x-y\<2k+>t

< (2kt)-"/r'

)

¿

ôr(k + j +1).

/=_2

Also, if 2~h < t < 2~j+xs, and a = 0 then
1A

(4.2a)

/

\Kst(x, y)\r dy

<[2ks]-n'r' Y^ôfk+j

J2ks<\x-y\<2k+is

+ l).

l=-2

Proof. The left side of (4.2) equals
[(

\J2kt<\x-y\<2k+U\J

\[f

J

Vs(x-z)[K(z,u)-K{x,u)]<r>,(u-y)dudz

dy)

f
1/r

= (/

\Jlkt<\x-y\<2k*U\J

//

J

<l>s(x- 2)[K(z, u+y)

- K(x, u + y)]i//,(u)dudz

dy)

)
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Now (4.2) follows from Minkowski's inequality and (Lr2). For a = 0, the
case s > t is handled like the first case, except that we subtract K(z, y) rather

than K(x, u).
We now prove a version of Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma (4.1 ),
(4.4)

/

Jr.»

where Yljô(j)

\Kst(x,y)\\h(y)\dy<ô(j)(M(\h\r')(x))xlr'

< oo, or S(j) < C2~Je, as appropriate.

Proof. Write (with t > s) the right side of (4.4) as
oo

.

W

ff1J2kt<\x-y\<2k+H

+ [

\Kst(x,y)\\h(y)\dy

\Ksl(x,y)\\h(y)\dy.

J\x-y\<4l

The first term is handled by using Holder's inequality and Lemma 4.1. The second term is bounded by the sharper estimate ¿(j)Mh(x), because in particular
K satisfies the weak condition (L2) so on {\x - y\ < At} , \Kst(x, y)\ satisfies
the pointwise bounds for \A\ + \BX\+ \B2\ from the proof of Lemma 2.3. For
a = 0, s > t, we make the obvious modification. We now deduce Theorem 3
in the case a = 0.
We again will obtain estimate (3.1), which, by Lemma 4.3 applied to Ts!Qtf,
and for Xj(r) the characteristic function of {2~J < r < 2~J+X}, is bounded by
f

(4.5)

/

/*00

/

Jr» Jo

/*00

/

Jo

^^

si 4 J

Y,Xj(S:)Hj)[M(\Qlf\r')(x)]x/r'\Qsg(x)\^dx
~[

vl '

l s

plus the same expression with Xj(j) instead of Xj(*) • As in §3 (see (3.8)),
we apply Holder's inequality, multiply and divide by wxlp , and apply Holder
again. For example, one factor is
(r'/g)(p/r')

\

X>P

w(x)dx
The inner (^f) integral is a finite constant. The term with j > / is handled in
exactly the same way. The conclusion then follows by [AJ], if p, q > r' and
w e Apjr,.
For a > 0, and 2~H < s < 2~j+xt, we have 2~^£ « (y)£, so we can apply
Lemma 4.3 and follow the argument at the end of §3. The details are left to the
reader. If t < s, one can show that, in analogy with Lemma (3.5).

\TstQJ\<M(\Qtf\r')xlr',
even if Sr(j) merely satisfies Y,ôr(j) < oo. The proof is then finished as in §3.
Again we leave the details to the reader.
In conclusion, we wish to add some remarks about recent results which were
obtained after the submission of this manuscript. E. T. Sawyer and one of the
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present authors (Han), have observed that, in the case a > 0, a refinement of
the above arguments permits one to dispense with any smoothness assumption
in the y variable of K(x, y). The idea is to modify the proof given for the
case t < s. They state their result for the unweighted version of the case a > 0
of Theorem 2, but the same observation carries over to all the results of the
present paper for positive a (at least those for 1 < p, q < oo). We refer the
reader to [HS]. A different proof of the Han-Sawyer theorem was subsequently
given by the other author (Hofmann), via the formulation of a weaker molecule
condition for Ff'q , a > 0, 1 < p, q < oo, than that given in [FJ]. See [H].
Note added in proof. Yet another proof of this last result was given by Han,

Jawerth, Taibleson and Weiss [HJTW].
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